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PROTEA SALON
Complaints have been received that Report Cards, Cata-

loques, Prints and Slides were not sent to exhibitors as
soon after the close of the Salon as they should have been.
The Protea Salon is organised, on behalf of P .S.S.A., by a

sub-committee of the Iscor Camera Club.
Immediately .reports of the above nature were received,

the Chairman of the salon committee made enquiries of the
person responsible and was assured that everything had
been despatched on due date. Upon further complaints, the
chairman did everything possible to have all prints, slides,
etc. returned to exhibitors but came up against considerable
difficul ties.
I must apologise, on behalf of the Photographic Society

of Southern Africa, for the annoyance and inconvenience to
which exhibitors have been put and assure them that
nothing of a similar nature will be permitted to occur in
the future.

D. W. BRADLEY
(President).

BENONI CAMERA CLUB-16.6.1966
I attended a most interesting demonstration of portraiture

by George Davis at the Benoni Camera Club. Ample oppor-
tunity was given to photographers to shoot the subject
"Oom Willem" Post. George Davis is an expert on por-
traiture and demonstrated various methods of lighting for
the benefit of Benoni enthusiasts.

VERNON BURTON
(Chairman, Journal Committee)

30th SOUTH AFRICAN INTERNATIONAL
SALON OF PHOTOGRAPHY

On exhibition at the Johannesburg Library during June
was an outstanding exhibition of photography, 1,032 prints
(945 monochrome, 87 colour) having been received from
leading photographers the world over. Of these entries 133
were accepted for hanging by judges Mrs. Daphne O'Shea
and Messrs. Ted Dickinson, Gordon Douglas, Kurt Rein-
heimer and Jack Hulton.
About 150 lovers of photography attended the official

opening of the salon by that great worker Will Till, Hon.
F.R.P.S., Member London Salon, who was then presented
with a Hon. Life President Silver Plaque.
Lady Oppenheimer, A.R.P.S., presented plaques and cer-

tificates of merit to the successful South African entrants,
who were Franklin J. Sanborn (certificate), M. Feldman
(certificate), H. P. Vos (certificate), Adolf Veenstra (Bronze
plaque), Lai Wing (Bronze plaque), and Ludi Blum (Silver
plaque). Congratulations! Just to get a print accepted is
honour enough; awards like these prove South African
photographers can match the best anywhere.

These pictures were taken at the opening of the 30th
South Airicasi International Salon atui show (above),
Mrs. Kiek Burton, wife of the Salon Chairman, re-
ceiving a bouquet from Mrs. Vos; and (below), that
great South African photographer Will Till, Hon.
F.R.P.S., Member London Salon, being presented with
a "Hon. Life Vice-President" silver plaque by Mr.
Vivian Hicks after he had formally opened the ex-

hibition.
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JOHANNESBURG

S.A. INTERNATIONAL FILl\1 FESTIVAL
None of us have forgotten last year's enormously success-

ful Film Festival and those fine films from all over the
world which we enjoyed in the comfort of the Witwaters-
rand University's Great Hall. Do you realise that this year's
film festival is almost upon us!
The 1966 International Film Festival will be held· in

Johannesburg from the 22nd to 26th November next and
once again there will be a magnificent prize of two return
air tickets on a Sabena jetliner between Brussels and
Johannesburg, plus a week's holiday in Johannesburg and
a trip to the Kruger National Park.
Last year's winner, Mr. Pierre Robin, chairman of the

technical committee of Unica, was highly impressed with
the standard of the Festival and spent a most enjoyable
stay with his amateur colleagues in South Africa.
Entries close on October 15th next and forms, and condi-

tions of entry, may be obtained without charge from:
The Chairman,

International Film Festival,
P.O. Box 7024,
Johannesburg.



P.S.S.A. CONGRESS (DURBAN) 1966
Friday, 7th· October:

8.00 p.m. - Film Festival (arranged by M.P.D.)

Saturday, 8th October:
9.15 a.m. Registration
10.15a.m. Official Opening of Congress by the

President of P.S.S.A. .
10.30 a.m, Morning Tea
11.00/11.30a.m. - "Bouvet Island (Antarctic )"-A talk by

E. Dickinson, FPS(SA), AIIP, ARPS.
11.45/12.30p.m. - "Big and Glossy" - A talk by Frank

A.Morris.
LUNCH
Official Photograph.
"Preparing a Travelogue" - P.S.A.
Recorded Lecture.
"The Camera and the Photographer"-
A talk by W. H. Baillie-Searle, ARCA
(Ldn.), FRSA, Vice-Principal, School
of Art and Crafts, Natal Technical
College, Durban.
Afternoon Tea.
A talk by R. Warren (M.P.D)--Details
to announced.
"Portraiture" - A talk by Pat Culver-
well, APS(SA).

2.00/2.30 p.m.
2.30/3.15 p.m.

3.15/3.45 p.m.

3.45/4.15 p.m.
4.15/4.45 p.m.

4.45/5.15 p.m.

7.30 p.m.
(for 8.00p.m.) DINNER and presentation of awards.

Successful Associateship prints will be
on view and successful slides will be
screened after dinner.

Sunday, 9th October:
a.m. Launch trip around Durban Harbour.
Afternoon Details to be announced.
5.30/6.30 p.m. "Fellows and Associates Get-Together".
8.00 p.m. A programme of entertainment will be

provided by M.P.D.

Monday, unn October:
9.00 a.m. Annual General Meeting.
10.30/11.00a.m. - Morning Tea.

LUNCH
8.00 p.m. Film Festival (arranged by M.P.D.)

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF PRINT
MAKING

(With acknowledgments to Jim Stanford, A.P.S.A.)
Memo to slide makers: Photography involves two basic

steps-(a) the exposure and development of a film; and (b)
the exposure and development of a print. Half of the fun,
not to mention the creativity of photography, derives from
(a), the other half from (b). It follows with inescapable logic
that if you stop with (a) you're missing half the fun.
The instant art of slide making has gobbled up amateur

photography in this country, all except for a few indigestible
ribs and tail feathers .. During the past dozen or so years,
the balance of power has so shifted in favour of the magic
lantern that many camera clubs no longer offer programmes
of instruction for print makers. "Why should we?" they say.
"None of our members is interested in prints." So the
U.S. camera club, circa 1955, spends its evenings with the
lights turned out, watching a progression of brightly
coloured images cross a giant screen.
The camera club which has let itself become so thoroughly

absorbed by one kind of photography is not doing its job.
Amateur photography as we know it today has its grass
roots in the thousands of photographic organisations which
span the continent. When a community has a lively camera
club, amateur photographic activity is at a high level. In
areas where there are no clubs, amateur photography does
not advance beyond the snapshooting stage.
As camera clubs have lost interest in print makers,

organised amateur progress in this fascinating branch of
photography has ground almost to a halt. The aspiring print
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CONTAFLEXsuperBC
the first camera
with a precise
integral
through- the-lens
exposure
meter

LENS ANGLf
METER ANGlE

The only point in through-the-Iens metering
where precise integral .measurement is possible
is at the exit pupil of the viewfinder, for here the
light rays from the entire picture area are blended
into a uniformly bright surface. And it's exactly
this optimum method of metering the Zeiss Ikon
designers built into the new, unique, easy-to-
operate CONTAFLEX super BC - the smallest
full frame 24 x 36 mm single-lens reflex camera
in the world with the greatest measuring range
of any comparable reflex camera.
With this revolutionary new system of measuring,
other inconveniences of through-the-Iens meter-
ing, such as metering parallaxes and allowances
for filter factors, have also beeneliminated. Yes,
generally, photography becomes so much easier,
so much better with the CONTAFLEX Super BC.
And still- basically, the Super BC remains a true
Contaflex - interchangeable magazine backs,
flash-automatic, bad weather-corrector, auto-
matic accessory lenses and all those handy
features so many Contaflex owners learned to
appreciate.
Price R212.70 including case .:
CONTAFLEX Super B available as before at
R196.40 including case.

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS PTY
LTD

p.a. BOX 1561 JOHANNESBURG • P.O. BOX 4051 CAPE TOWN
P.O. BOX 2207 DURBAN • P.O. BOX 1.546 PORT ELIZ~f~;o1~
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"The Asahi Pentax Way" is a practical book for the practical Pentax user. It
describes the various camera models, the lenses and the accessories factually.
It explains their use in down-to-earth practical terms, covers a great deal of ground
instructively, interestingly and concisely.
Written by Herbert Keppler, editor and publisher of "Modern Photography".
Because of the shipping strike only a limited number of "The Asahi Pentax Way"
are expected. In order to secure your copy, please complete the coupon below and
return it to us, together with your remittance.

THE EAGERLY AWAITED
BOOK FROM FOCAL PRESS
LONDON

AVAILABLE SHORTLY-
RESERVE YOUR COpy NOW

THE BOOK. •• ONLY R4.90 Post Free
The Asahi Pen tax Way is a practical book for the practical Pentax user. It describes the
various camera models, the lenses and the accessories factually. It explains their use in
down-to-earth practical terms. It cannot deal fully with every possible application of
the camera because those applications are almost limitless in number. But it covers a
great deal of ground instructively, interestingly and concisely.
The Asahi Pen tax was the first of the modern generation of 35mm single-lens reflex
cameras. As the Asahiflex lIB it introduced the instant-return mirror as long ago as
1954 and so made the SLR a real competitor with the interchangeable lens, coupled-
rangefinder camera.
Before 1954, the SLR was a relatively cumbersome camera. Its swinging mirror
blotted out the viewfinder image at the moment of exposure and had to be wound
down again by hand before another picture could be taken. Even after 1954, the
necessity for viewing and focusing at full aperture, closing down to shooting aperture
and then opening up again was a definite disadvantage.
Now, however, the Super Takumar lenses cope with all that automatically and the
added advantages of the SLR principle for close-ups and long-range photography
make the Pen tax the most versatile camera ever produced. It has a long lead on all its
competitors and the supremacy of its original design is emphasised by the fact that,
basically, it has changed little over the years.
It has improved, of course. There have been refinements such as the microprism
focusing grid (another Asahi first), introduced in 1958, and the latest through-the-
lens exposure control of the Spotmatic.
It has built up a fine range of lenses, from the revolutionary 18mm " fisheye " to the
1,OOOmmtelephoto, and including such special-purpose items, as the Macro- Takumar,
focusing from infinity to a 1: 1 image ratio and the Quartz- Takumar for scientists
and criminologists. Its range of accessories is equally impressive.

THE AUTHOR •••
He has been associated with the V.S. photographic magazine Modern Photography
for 16 years and is now its editor and publisher. For the past six years he has written a
monthly column devoted exclusively to single-lens reflex cameras and single-lens
reflex photography.
Herbert Keppler is well known for his objective outlook on all things photographic
and for his healthy mistrust of any theory that he has not tried out in practice. He has
no interest in pushing the products of any particular manufacturer and brings to the
Asahi Pentax Way a knowledgeable, independent and unprejudiced outlook.

NOTE: You can place orders through your camera dealer.

Please send me copies of" THE ASAHI PENTAX WAY,

by Herbert Keppler at R4.90. Please find remittance of .
enclosed.

(Block Capitals Please)

'.: RUSH YOUR ORDER - FIRST COME FIRST SERVED - POST TODAY
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maker finds less and less incentive to join a camera club,
yet without the catalytic effect of club competition and
criticism his progress must be painfully slow.
But are there enough print makers around to worry about?

I recently discussed this problem with the proprietor of a
camera store in a town of about 20,000population.
"You have quite a stock of enlargers, projection paper and

darkroom chemicals," I commented. "Is there much demand
for this stuff?'
"I sell a dozen top-grade enlargers a year,' he replied.

"There's not only a good turnover in paper and chemicals,
but it's increasing annually."
"But who buys it?" I asked. "I happen to know there are

only about five print makers in the local camera club."
"I sell a lot to high school kids, to soldiers from the army

base near here-to all kinds of people. I have customers
from eighteen to eighty. No, I don't sell darkroom supplies
to camera club members. Camera clubs are for colour
slides."
The prestige and future of organised amateur photography

demands a return to a more reasonable balance between
slide and print making. This does not involve a "Help
stamp Out Colour Slides" campaign. Perish the thought.
On the contrary, even the most case-hardened old print
maker, neglected and disgruntled though he may be, can
find some cause for joy in the incredible popularity of hobby
photography since the virtual elimination of step (b) and
its messy old darkroom.
Like the fact that photographic organisations have become

more numerous, larger and better organised. Camera clubs,
once as masculine. as a 19th century barber shop, have
become co-educational. Man and wife teams have appeared
on the scene. There are more kinds of cameras, more nice
things to buy for the gadget bag, more exhibitions, more
exhibitors, more people learning to see and create in terms
of photography and so more people who might graduate to
the more provocative vistas of print making.
The photographic print takes more effort to produce than

a colour slide. Its enemy is apathy, the indifference to effort
that is always engendered by easier ways of doing things.
But let's see if the product doesn't justify a little extra
effort.
To begin with, the photographic print is a much more

satisfactory object d'art than the projected image of a colour
transparency. Its quality is built in - permanently - and
,doesn't depend on the darkness of a room, the angle of
view, the quality of a screen or protector, the age of a pro-
.iection bulb or the myopia of a projectionist. It can be held
in the hands, hung on a wall, pasted into a book or used to
line a garbage pail-all things that are quite Impossible with
your transparency.
If your objective is exhibiting, consider these facts. A

print is before its audience constantly, for as long as the
exhibition hall is open to the public. But how long can you
look at a slide? Ten seconds, Fifteen? It's a fair guess that
each slide accepted in an exhibition is on public view for
less than a minute. The finest picture is most forgettable
to an audience which has seen it for mere seconds in com-
pany with 400 other" selected photographs.
If your horizons extend beyond the camera clubs and the

international photographic exhibitions, the print is uniquely
qualified. to help you fulfil your ambitions. Art museums
are not oriented toward slide showings. They have excellent
facilities for hanging prints on walls. There is a growing
recognition of photography as an art form by curators across
the country, but it is the print that lends itself to display
within the art museums that they control.
If your objective is to say something with your camera, to

delve into the wide, uncertain world of creative art, here
indeed is where print making comes into its own. Not only
do you have available all of the controls which benefit the
slide enthusiast, but a whole host of additional ways to
impress your personality upon the final product.
The development of your own negatives, a possible but

unusual activity for a colour slide worker, gives you the
privilege of controlling the contrast, the grain structure,
the shadow and highlight detail and other quality factors.
The real advantage, however, begins right where slide
making ends, in the creation of the paper print. The dark-
room becomes a place of decision, of craftsmanship, of
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trickery and magic, when you undertake the simple yet
incredibly complicated process of making a print.
Consider, for example, a partial list of the choices and

decisions available to the print maker who wishes to produce
a distinctive picture. To begin with, the working surface-
shall it be matte or glossy or something in between? Shall
it be contrasty or flat, with a short or long range of tones?
Shall the tones be jet black, olive black or blue black?
These choices will be affected, of course, by your choice of a
negative.
After the negative and paper have been chosen, you find

yourself with another host of gimmicks to modify and
improve the image. By manipulating your enlarger, you
discover which part of the negative is best for your final
print. The slide worker must do this in the field. If his
judgment there is faulty, he can make corrections only by
masking the transparency. Unlike the print maker, he is
unable to increase the size of the selected portion of the
image.
The printing process offers an additional list of controls-

underprinting or overprinting beneath the enlarger, flashing
or dodging during exposure, the kind of paper developer
used, the time and temperature of the paper developer,
toning, after-treatment of the print such as intensification
and reduction.
Probably the most important darkroom asset going for the

print maker is simple trial and error. If a print isn't right,
he can make it over again, varying materials or procedures
until finally he is satisfied. A near miss doesn't mean the
long wait for another opportunity to duplicate the original
exposure in the field. A way to correct defects can be .found
many times, right in the darkroom.

Experimentation frequently can produce an exhibition
quality picture from a negative that at first seemed a dud.
Negative printing, solarisation, derivations, accentuated
grain, paper negative, ultra high contrast and those old
standbys, framing and cropping, are a few of the photo-
graphic processes which might turn a run-of-the-mill nega-
tive into a striking positive if you are willing to add some
time and effort to the formulas.
Now-you have a finished print and you hang it on the

wall-or if you're like many print makers you drop it on the
floor, where the light always seems best, and you stand
looking down on it, lovingly. If it is good, you glow with
pride because you made it and it's all yours. You own this
bit of creative art, and there's no need to share part of the
credit with an automated processing lab in some distant
city. If it isn't good enough? Well, back to the darkroom
for another evening of fun.
The objective of the advanced amateur print maker, as

with the serious colour slide worker, is the international
exhibition. Print salons are patronised by a small but
highly mature group of exhibitors. Although the number of
such exhibitions has declined somewhat with the passing
years, the quality from both the aesthetic and technical
aspects is steadily improving. These international exhibi-
tions are the showcase for amateur photography, and they
set the standards by which the general public knows crea-
tive photography.
This points up a good reason why camera clubs owe it to

their members to stimulate and educate their neophyte print
makers. Without a steadily upcoming crop of newcomers,
the future of the print salons becomes doubtful. Fortunately
for the present situation, interest in print exhibiting has

The Famous
C5 MAMIYA Twin Lens·Reflex

UNIQUE IN ITS VERSATILITY!
The World's only 21" x 21" twin lens reflex with a range of
interchangeable lenses.

The new C3 now has 2 special features:

• Rapid Crank Handle. - Double Exposure Prevention.

MAMIYA 03 Body with Case
With 80mm Standard Lens

R 104.00
R162.50

August, 1966

RANGE OF INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES:
8vmm STANDARD LENS
10Smm PORTRAIT LENS
6Smm WIDE-ANGLE LENS WITH CASE ....
l3Smm LONG FOCUS LENS
180mm TELEPHOTO LENS WITH CASE

R58.50
R58.50
R18.00
R72.50
R92.50

OBTAINAPlE FROM ALL GOOD PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS
If your regular dealer cannot supply, contact the

NATIONAL DIS'TRIBUTORS:

257 MAIN STREET, JOHANNESBURG.

TELEOPTIC (PTY.) LTD.
TELEPHONE 22-8901

Cape Province and Border:
H. M. LEERS & CO; (P,TY.) LTD. P.O. Box 2982, Cape Town.
G. McFALL, DURBAN

Telephone 29013
Telephone 24295
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risen in the rest of the world as it has diminished in the
United states. In Europe and Asia there is interest in slide
making too, but the colour slide tail does not wag the
photographic dog. Amateur camera organisations have
plenty to offer devotees of both kinds of photography. The
foreign exhibitors to our salons offer exciting new ideas,
inspiring technique-and you can see from their pictures
that they're having a lot of fun with photography. Today
they often outnumber the domestic exhibitors on the entry
lists of the popular exhibitions.
The print salons are worthy of our concern. They attract

throngs of visitors wherever they are shown. They offer the
pastime amateur his only chance for recognition, and they
present him with the incentive to produce the finest work
of which he is capable.
If you are a colour slide worker who is beginning to run

out of gas, consider this wonderful world of print making.
Space for a darkroom? Print making is simpler than ever,
and salon quality work can now be done in anybody's
kitchen or, bathroom. Cost? You'll find that a good
enlarger will cost you no more than a good projector, that
an 8 by 10 print is comparable in cost to a single colour
transparency. Lonely? Join a print porttolio, or induce your
camera club to programme some of the Pictorial Instruction
Exhibits and send for the Pictorial Print Division's Pro-
gramme Guide for Camera Clubs. A new wave of interest
has been stimulated by the simplified colour printing pro-
cesses, and we'll predict you won't be a loner for long.
You won't be starting at the beginning, for your experi- .

ence in the use of the camera, and your ability to "see"
photographically will ease you over many of the rough spots
that a rank beginner must face. You'll find yourself with a
deeper involvement in the joys of photography, a more
lasting interest, a more satisfactory product and an un-
limited potential for future development once you venture
out into the wonderful world of print making.

18th EXPOSICAO MUNDIAL DE ARTE
FOTOGRAFICA

To be exhibited in Rio de Janeiro in October.
Closing date for entries: 20th August, 1966.

BLACK-AND-WHITE AND COLOUR PRINTS
COLOUR SLIDES.
.En try' forms ...from:

Sociedade Fluminense de Fotografica,
Caixa Postal 118 Niteroi,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

WANTED
• USED PHOTOGRAPHIC

EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
and TAPE RECORDERS
Highest Prices Paid

Call, Write or Telephone
MiSe ELLANEOUS MART
22b PLEIN STREET (off Rissik Street)
Telephone 22-8757 P.O. Box 10923
JOHANNESBURG

LIFE PHOTOGRAPHS
MONOCHROME and COLOUR SLIDES
For ARTISTS and ART LOVERS
ALSO WORLD-WIDE TRAVEL SLIDES
Send for lists. Selections £ 1 to £5 (p.o.)

State interests.

A. P. STAR PRESS (Venice)
61 Lord Street, LIVERPOOL 2, ENGLAND

NOR\VAY PHOTO FESTIVAL, 1966
(1st International Exhibition of Photographic Art)

Closing date for entries: 20th October, 1966
18 MEDALS, SPECIAL AWARDS, HONOURABLE
MENTIONS AND EMBLEMS WILL BE AWARDED

Monochrome Prints.
Colour Prints.
Colour Slides.

(The longest side of a print may not exceed 20 inches, and
the dimensions of mounted slides must be either 2" x 2"

or 23/4" x 23/.")
Entry forms from:

Norway Photo Festival,-
Trondheim, Norway.

THE NATAL PROVINCIAL INTER-CLUB
COLOUR SLIDE COMPETITION, 1966

In response to a circular sent by the Durban Camera Club
to the 29 photographic societies in Natal and Zululand
inviting them to participate in a Natal inter-club colour slide
competition, entries were received from the following socie-
ties:

Colenso Camera Club
Harding Camera Club
Port Shepstone Camera Club .
Ladysmith Camera Club .... . .
Pietermaritzburg Camera Club
Durban Camera Club
Lever Bros. Photographic Club, Durban
Mobil Camera Club, Durban . .
South Coast Camera Club . .

Pictorial
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
4

Nature
Nil
10·
10
10
10
10
8
10
6

The Board of Directors of P.S.S.A. was asked to appoint
three judges in one centre, and they selected the following,
all in Johannesburg:

Mr. Dennis Bradley, A.P.S. (S.A.).
Mr. M. Freeman, A.P.S. (S.A.).
Mr. Ernie Kohn.

The following is a list of points awarded in each section
to the competing clubs:

Pictorial Nature Total
Port Shepstone Camera Club 64 (3) 82 (7) 146
Colenso Camera Club 50 (1) Nil 50
Harding Camera Club 33 (-) 47 (1) 80
Ladysmith Camera Club 77 (5) 78 (4) 155
Pietermaritzburg Camera Club 65 (3) 67 (3) 132
Durban Camera Club 64 (3) 95 (7) 159
Lever Bros. Photographic Club 90 (7) 49 (3) 139
Mobil Camera Club, Durban 43 (1) 40 (-) 83
South Coast Camera Club .... 32 (2) 36 (-) 58

As will be seen, the most successful club in the Pictorial
Section was the Lever Bros. Photographic Club with a total
of 90 points out of a possible 150; and in the Nature Section,
the Durban Camera Club with a total of 95 points out of 150.
The Durban Camera Club scored most points in both

sections, with the Ladysmith Camera Club runners-up with
155 potnts.
The judges were also asked to select the Best Slide in both

the Pictorial and the Nature Sections, their decision being:
Pictorial Section: Mr. F. Verschooren's "Quo Vadis" (Lever

Bros. Photographic Club).
Nature Section: Mr. Peter C. Lawson's "Orange Throated

Lizard" (Durban Camera Club).
The organisers decided to have copied all slides that

obtained 8 or more points. Fifty slides were selected, the
number from each club being indicated in the above list by
a number in parenthesis. These are being copied and will
be made available, first to the 9 clubs which parttctpated,
and subsequently to all P.S.S.A. organisational members on
application to the P.S.S.A. Recorded Lectures Committee.
All slides will be returned as soon as the copies have been
returned from Johannesburg, where they are being made.

A. L. BEVIS,
A.P.S. (S.A.).
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